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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Under Section 106(a) of the Comprehensive Envi-
ronmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
("CERCLA"), 42 U.S.C. § 9606(a), the United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") has issued
over 1,700 unilateral administrative orders ("UAOs")
during the last three decades to over 5,400 companies
it adjudges potentially responsible parties ("PRPs"),
compelling response actions costing an aggregate
$5 billion, all in concededly non-emergency situations
and without any pre-issuance notice or hearing. UAOs
impose significant response costs on PRPs that comply.
A PRP that seeks to challenge the UAO rather than
comply faces the threat of treble damages and daily
fines of $37,500 that accumulate pending judicial
review that can be triggered only at EPA’s sole
discretion. As a result, any non-complying PRP is
subject to significant decreases in market value and
increases in financing costs. The court of appeals
held that a UAO’s imposition of such financial
harms does not deprive PRPs of property under the
Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. The
questions presented are:

1. Does a UAO’s imposition of either significant
response costs or significant decreases in a PRP’s
stock price and credit rating constitute a deprivation
of property under the Due Process Clause?

2. Does CERCLA’s UAO scheme impermissibly
coerce compliance in violation of the Due Process
Clause by conditioning any judicial review of a UAO
upon the threat of treble damages and fines that
accumulate at EPA’s sole discretion?

(i)



ii

PARTIES AND RULE 29.6 STATEMENT

Respondents, defendants below, are Lisa Perez
Jackson, Administrator, United States Environmental
Protection Agency, and the United States Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency. The Petitioner is
General Electric Company, a publicly held company.
Petitioner has no parent company, and no publicly
held company owns more than 10 percent of its stock.
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IN THE

 upreme  aurt e[ the  niteb  tate 

No. 10-

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,
Petitioner,

V.

LISA PEREZ JACKSON, ADMINISTRATOR,
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY, et al.,
Respondents.

On Petition for a Writ of Certiorari to the
United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit

PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI

Petitioner, General Electric Co. ("GE"), respectfully
petitions for a writ of certiorari to review the judg-
ment of the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit in this case.

OPINIONS BELOW

The opinion of the Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit (Pet. App. 1-33a) is reported at 610 F.3d 110.
The relevant opinions of the district court are
reported at 362 F. Supp. 2d 327 (Pet. App. 96-126a),
and 595 F. Supp. 2d 8 (Pet. App. 36-95a).
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JURISDICTION

The D.C. Circuit issued its decision on June 29,
2010. Pet. App. la. GE’s petition for rehearing and
rehearing en banc was denied on September 30, 2010.
Pet. App. 34a. This Court has jurisdiction under 28
U.S.C. § 1254(1).

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION INVOLVED

The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment to
the United States Constitution states, in relevant
part: "No person shall ... be deprived of life, liberty,
or property, without due process of law." U.S. Const.
Amend. V.

STATUTORY PROVISION INVOLVED

The Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"), 42
U.S.C. § 9606(a), provides:

In addition to any other action taken by a State
or local government, when the President deter-
mines that there may be an imminent and
substantial endangerment to the public health or
welfare or the environment because of an actual
or threatened release of a hazardous substance
from a facility, he may require the Attorney
General of the United States to secure such relief
as may be necessary to abate such danger or
threat .... The President may also, after notice
to the affected State, take other action under this
section including, but not limited to, issuing such
orders as may be necessary to protect public
health and welfare and the environment.

STATEMENT

This petition presents two issues of exceptional
importance under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
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Amendment that arise from the delegation of uni-
quely unreviewable adjudicatory authority to an
agency. The first is whether it constitutes a depriva-
tion of property under the Due Process Clause for
EPA to issue a UAO that causes a complying PRP to
incur substantial response costs and a non-complying
PRP to suffer a dramatic decline in stock price and
credit rating pending judicial review that can be
triggered, if ever, at EPA’s sole discretion. The
second is whether allowing a PRP to challenge such
an order only upon threat of treble damages and
daily fines of $37,500 that accumulate at EPA’s sole
discretion is impermissibly coercive in violation of the
Due Process Clause.

Over the past three decades, EPA has issued over
1,700 UAOs to over 5,400 PRPs ordering total pay-
ments of response costs at CERCLA sites of over $5
billion. Pet. App. 82a; see United States General
Accounting Office, Superfund Program Management,
GAO/HR-97-14 at 6 (Feb. 1997), available at http://
www.gao.gov/archive/1997/hr97014.pdf. Despite this
onerous liability, only a handful of PRPs have ever
sought or received independent judicial review of a
UAO. That is because CERCLA imposes treble dam-
ages plus penalties of $37,500 per day for noncom-
pliance, and EPA can and does defer judicial review
for years while those potential liabilities mount. See
42 U.S.C. §§ 9606(b)(1), 9607(c)(3); 40 C.F.R. § 19.4.
Any PRP that defies a UAO in order to await a pos-
sible EPA enforcement action in which the PRP can
seek to challenge the accuracy of the UAO in court
faces what the district court found to be immediate
and sustained damage to its stock price and credit
rating, Pet. App. 70-71a, that can drive a company
"out of business" or affect its "ability to bid for new
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projects or to hire additional employees," Pet. App.
77a.

The UAO scheme thus gives EPA effectively
unreviewable adjudicatory authority that is unique
for an executive agency. That is presumably why
EPA now relies virtually exclusively on UAOs when a
party declines to enter into a consent decree, even
though CERCLA provides EPA other alternative
means of compelling response actions or contributions
to cleanup costs that are subject to judicial review.
See Pet. App. 3a. The D.C. Circuit avoided the serious
due process questions at stake by holding as
a threshold matter that the undisputed financial
harms a UAO inflicts upon a business do not deprive
it of "property" within the meaning of the Due Process
Clause. Pet. App. 14-16a.

That ruling conflicts with this Court’s decision in
Connecticut v. Doehr, 501 U.S. 1 (1991), and creates
conflict or tension with decisions of the First, Second,
Third, and Ninth Circuits and the Supreme Courts of
Rhode Island, Maryland, and California. The D.C.
Circuit’s decision separately conflicts with this
Court’s century-old holding in Ex parte Young, 209
U.S. 123, 147 (1908), that due process precludes fines
"so enormous . . . as to intimidate the company and
its officers from resorting to the courts to test the[ir]
validity." CERCLA’s UAO scheme impermissibly
requires a firm to "bet the farm by taking the
violative action before testing the validity of the
law." Free Enter. Fund v. Pub. Co. Accounting Over-
sight Bd., 130 S. Ct. 3138, 3151 (2010) (ellipsis and
internal quotation marks omitted). By giving EPA
sole control over a PRP’s access to court, this scheme
is even more coercive than those previously reviewed
by this Court for consistency with Ex parte Young.
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See, e.g., Thunder Basin Coal Co. v. Reich, 510 U.S.
200 (1994). This Court should grant certiorari.

A. Statutory Background

Under CERCLA, when EPA determines that an
environmental cleanup is required at a contaminated
site, the agency has three options. First, EPA may
conduct the cleanup itself and file suit against a PRP
in federal district court to recover the costs of the
cleanup. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 9604(a), 9607(a), 9611(a),
9613. Second, EPA may file an abatement action in
federal district court to compel a PRP to conduct a
specified response action. See id. § 9606(a). Third,
EPA may, without court involvement, issue a UAO
compelling a PRP to conduct a specified response
action. See id. As described by the district court:

UAOs may essentially be viewed as condensed
prosecutions and adjudications: they initiate
adversary proceedings against a PRP, but simul-
taneously constitute a statement that the PRP is
legally responsible for the violation and require
the PRP to remedy wrongs through the fulfill-
ment of certain responsibilities and penalties
(i.e., UAOs regulate conduct of PRPs).

Gen. Elec. v. Johnson, No. Civ.A.00-2855, 2006 WL
2616187 at "15 n.5 (D.D.C. Sept. 12, 2006).

Under either of the first two options, a PRP tar-
geted by EPA has a statutory right to a meaningful
hearing before a neutral decision-maker in which it
can challenge both EPA’s determination that the PRP
is liable and EPA’s selection of the response action at
the site. See 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h). These hearings
have often resulted in findings in favor of the
PRP, demonstrating that EPA’s determinations of
CERCLA liability are fallible and cannot be assumed
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to be as accurate as the miniscule rate of PRP
challenges to UAOs might otherwise suggest. See,
e.g., Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. United
States, 129 S. Ct. 1870, 1883-84 (2009) (rejecting
liability determination as to one PRP and requiring
apportionment of costs as to another); United States
v. Ottati & Goss, Inc., 900 F.2d 429, 441 (1st Cir.
1990) (Breyer, J.) (rejecting EPA remedy imposing a
stricter soil standard for PCBs based on assumption
that "children will eat a little bit of dirt each day for
245 days per year for three and a half years").1

Under the third option, by contrast, a PRP that
receives a UAO has no timely right to a hearing to
challenge EPA’s adjudicatory determinations. Rather,
as the court of appeals recognized, CERCLA’s sta-
tutory structure places a PRP’s right to challenge a
UAO entirely in EPA’s hands. Pet. App. 4-5a.
CERCLA expressly bars any PRP from filing an action
challenging "any order issued under [42 U.S.C.]
section 9606(a)" such as a UAO. 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h);
see Pet. App. 132-33a (discussing § 9613(h)’s effects).
If a PRP receives a UAO, its sole choices are to
"comply and, after completing cleanup, seek reim-
bursement from EPA," Pet. App. 4a (citing 42 U.S.C.
§ 9606(b)(2)(A)), or to "refuse to comply," Pet. App.
4a, waiting for EPA, at its sole discretion, to "bring
an action in federal district court to enforce the UAO
against the noncomplying PRP," Pet. App. 5a (citing
42 U.S.C. § 9606(b)(1)). A noncomplying PRP faces

1 See also United States v. Burlington N. R.R. Co., 200 F.3d
679, 694 (10th Cir. 1999) (finding that EPA acted arbitrarily
and capriciously in modifying remedy at site); In re Bell Petro-
leum Servs., Inc., 3 F.3d 889, 904-06 (5th Cir. 1993) (finding that
EPA acted arbitrarily and capriciously in deciding to provide
alternative water supply absent evidence of public health need).
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potential treble damages and noncompliance penal-
ties of $37,500 per day, 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606(b)(1),
9607(c)(3); 40 C.F.R. § 19.4, which accumulate until
EPA, at its sole discretion, brings an action to enforce
its order. 42 U.S.C. §§ 9606(b)(1), 9607(c)(3), 9613(h).
Since EPA has up to six years to bring suit, see 42
U.S.C. § 9613(g)(2), such fines could total over $82
million per violation, plus treble damages totaling
many millions of dollars more--a disabling sum for a
large company and a fatal one for a small business.

Recognizing that a UAO is effectively unreview-
able, EPA has abandoned use of judicial abatement
actions under CERCLA in favor of issuing UAOs to
all PRPs that decline to enter into consent decrees.
Pet. App. 80a; see also EPA, OSWER Directive No.
9833.0-1A, Guidance on CERCLA Section 106(a)
Unilateral Administrative Orders for Remedial
Designs and Remedial Actions ("EPA Guidance")
3 (Mar. 7, 1990), available at http://www.epa.gov/com
pliance/resources/policies/cleanup/superfund/cercl06-
uao-rpt.pdf ("IT]he Agency typically will compel
private-party response through unilateral orders,"
which "should be considered as one of the primary
enforcement tools to obtain RD/RA response by
PRPs."). Thus, from August 16, 1982 to May 25,
2006, EPA issued over 1,700 UAOs, Pet. App. 82a,
ordering private recipients to pay an aggregate $5.5
billion for response costs at CERCLA sites. Despite
statutory language restricting the issuance of UAOs
to situations posing "an imminent and substantial
endangerment to the public health or welfare or the
environment," it is undisputed that EPA does not
use UAOs in cases of environmental emergency,
instead conducting cleanup operations itself in such
cases. Pet. App. 80a. Far from being used in urgent
circumstances, UAOs generally are not issued until
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years after EPA has become involved at a con-
taminated site. Pet. App. 81a.

Because CERCLA § 113(h) precludes any challenge
to a UAO until all of the work required under the
UAO has been completed or until EPA brings an
enforcement action, see 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h), only a
miniscule number of the 1,705 UAOs issued by EPA
have ever been subject to independent review, and
even then, only many years after issuance of the
order. Pet. App. 82a, 202a. According to EPA’s own
internal documents, EPA trains its personnel to
make the terms of UAOs "ugly, onerous, and tough,"
Pet. App. 198a; to make their settlement demands
appear "more attractive by making the [UAO]
alternatives what PRPs want least, very unpleasant,"
Pet. App. 198a; and to threaten potential UAO recip-
ients in large groups of PRPs with games of"Russian
Roulette," Pet. App. 198a, so as to further coerce their
entry into "voluntary" decrees.

B. Proceedings Below

The district court initially dismissed GE’s due pro-
cess challenge to CERCLA’s UAO regime as barred
by 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h). Pet. App. 140a. The D.C. Cir-
cuit reinstated the suit. Pet. App. 127ao On remand,
the district court issued two published opinions.

In the first, the district court rejected GE’s argu-
ment that CERCLA on its face violates the Due
Process Clause by authorizing EPA to issue UAOs
unilaterally without notice and an opportunity for a
hearing before a neutral arbiter. Pet. App. 120a.
Ruling without the benefit of an evidentiary record,
the district court held that the mere issuance of a
UAO does not deprive a PRP of a protected property
interest, Pet. App. 115a, and that the UAO scheme
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does not violate Ex parte Young because CERCLA
contains a "good faith" defense and only a judge may
impose any ultimate penalties, Pet. App. 122a. While
rejecting GE’s facial challenge, the district court al-
lowed discovery to proceed on GE’s claim that EPA’s
pattern and practice in issuing UAOs unconstitution-
ally deprives PRPs of due process rights. Pet. App.
126a.

Over the ensuing four years, the parties engaged in
substantial discovery: "The parties produced tens of
thousands of documents, conducted numerous fact
and expert depositions, and exchanged reports and
rebuttal reports for six experts." Pet. App. 43a. In
the words of the district court, "[t]he factual record in
this case is now, to put it bluntly, extensive." Pet.
App. 43a.

Based on this record, the district court issued a
second opinion containing a series of factual findings
supporting its conclusion that UAOs impose imme-
diate and substantial costs on recipients. The district
court found that, if a recipient complies with a UAO,
it must perform the response actions set forth in the
order and incur costs that average $4 million. Pet.
App. 77a. If a recipient elects to challenge a UAO
rather than comply, however, it faces contingent
liability for treble damages and noncompliance penal-
ties that accumulate at the rate of $37,500 per day,
causing it immediate and significant harm in the
form of reduced market value and increased costs of
financing. Pet. App. 70-71a. In so finding, the district
court relied on an expert econometric analysis that
calculated that noncompliance with a UAO would
cause a recipient, on average, an immediate $76.4
million decrease in market value and a significant
increase in financing costs. Pet. App. 64a, 76a. Even
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EPA’s own expert did not dispute the conclusion that
a recipient’s failure to comply with a UAO would
cause a significant decrease in stock price and
increase in its cost of financing. Pet. App. 66a.

Based on these findings, the district court con-
cluded that UAOs impose significant pre-hearing
deprivations on recipients that trigger due process
protection:

[D]eprivations caused by UAOs are potentially so
large--on average $4 million for complying PRPs
and some substantial, unidentified amount for
noncomplying PRPs--that they may have colla-
teral effects. UAOs could put some PRPs out of
business .... For other PRPs, UAOs may affect
operations, like whether to bid for new projects
or to hire additional employees ....

Pet. App. 77a. (emphasis added).2 Adhering to this
Court’s opinion in Connecticut v. Doehr, 501 U.S. 1
(1991), the district court held that these conse-
quences to a PRP’s stock price and cost of financing,
Pet. App. 70-71a, are "sufficient to merit due process
protection," Pet. App. 57a.

Turning to whether the process provided to PRPs
is constitutionally sufficient, the court applied the
balancing test from Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S.
319 (1975), Pet. App. 59-95a, and concluded that the
process afforded was adequate in light of the

’~ The district court also reiterated its prior holding that the
statutory structure does not violate Ex parte Young, for the
same reasons it had previously given. Pet. App. 51a.
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government’s interest and risk of error.3 GE timely
appealed both decisions.

C. The D.C. Circuit Decision

On appeal, the Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit did not dispute the district court’s finding
that UAOs result in immediate, adverse market
impacts that "are irreparable and cannot be remedied
through a later, delayed challenge to [a] UAO." Pet.
App. 13a. The court of appeals held, however, that
such injuries are irrelevant because it first had
to answer "an antecedent question: does the Due
Process Clause protect PRPs’ interest in the market’s
assessment of their stock, brand, and credit wor-
thiness?" Pet. App. 13a.

The court of appeals answered that question in the
negative, reasoning that there was "no independent
source such as state law" for a PRP’s interests in its
market value and creditworthiness, Pet. App. 14a
(quotation mark omitted), and that a PRP’s "claimed
injuries" are merely "consequential" because they
result "from independent market reactions to the
issuance of a UAO," Pet. App. 14a. The court of
appeals interpreted Doehr as speaking only to the
"significance of the private interests at stake" under
the first Mathews factor--not to whether a govern-
ment action triggers due process protection in the
first place. Pet. App. 15a. In the court of appeals’
view, "although Doehr does hold that direct, partial
impairments of property rights may well warrant due
process safeguards, nothing in the opinion implies
that consequential injuries, standing alone, merit due
process protection." Pet. App. 16a. For the same

:~ Because the D.C. Circuit did not reach this question, GE
does not raise it for review before this Court.
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reasons, the court of appeals rejected GE’s pattern
and practice challenge to EPA’s use of UAOs. Pet.
App. 30-32a.4

The court of appeals also rejected GE’s Ex parte
Young challenge. The court recognized that a PRP
has a protected property interest in the costs that it
incurs to comply with a UAO, Pet. App. 10a, but, like
the district court, found due process in the event of
noncompliance satisfied by CERCLA’s provision of a
"good faith" defense and the fact that any noncom-
pliance penalties are imposed by a court, not an
administrative agency. Pet. App. 11-13a.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE WRIT

I. THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S DECISION CON-
FLICTS WITH THIS COURT’S DECISION
IN DOEHR AND THE DECISIONS OF
OTHER CIRCUITS AND STATE COURTS

In Connecticut v. Doehr, 501 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1991),
this Court held that consequential impacts from
government adjudicatory action can be "significant"
enough "to merit due process protection." The
decision below departs from Doehr, holding that the
indisputably significant consequential impacts a
business suffers from a UAO do not trigger due pro-
cess protection. Pet. App. 15-16a. The D.C. Circuit
sought to justify this departure by reinterpreting
Doehr, opining that this Court did not categorize
consequential injuries as property interests but
rather treated them merely as considerations going

4 Like the district court, the court of appeals held that GE’s
pattern and practice challenge was not barred at the threshold
by CERCLA’s jurisdiction-stripping provision, § 113(h). Pet.
App. 25-26a.
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to the weight of the interest under the first factor in
the Mathews balancing test. Pet. App. 15a. This new
view of Doehr stretches beyond the CERCLA context:
under the D.C. Circuit’s narrow definition of "prop-
erty," owners have no entitlement to due process
before government adjudicatory action in any regula-
tory setting deprives them of market equity or the
ability to secure financing necessary for its produc-
tive use.~

The court of appeals decision thus conflicts with
Doehr, which held that a state statute that autho-
rized a non-possessory pre-judgment attachment of
real estate affected "significant" property interests,
and triggered due process protection, because such an
attachment "clouds title; impairs the ability to sell or
otherwise alienate the property; taints any credit
rating; reduces the chance of obtaining a home equity
loan or additional mortgage." 501 U.S. at 11. This
case involves just the same sorts of consequential
encumbrances to property rights; UAOs impair the
recipients’ ability to alienate property and to secure
financing in a manner analogous to government
imposition of a lien or attachment. Contrary to the

~ The court of appeals also held that, "although a UAO may
well damage the PRP’s reputation," GE had not alleged a
"stigma-plus" as required by Paul v. Davis, 424 U.S. 693 (1976).
Pet. App. 16-17a. But Paul is inapposite, as the due process
interest at stake here, as in Doehr, is not merely injury to a
business’s reputation but significant market impacts to its stock
value and credit rating. That such property interests are
"intangible" in no way deprives them of due process protection.
See, e.g., Fla. Prepaid Postsecondary Educ. Expense Bd. v. Coll.
Say. Bank, 527 U.S. 627, 642 (1999) (patents); Ruckelshaus v.
Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986, 1003-04 & n.9 (1984) (trade
secrets); Del., Lackawanna & W. R.R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 198
U.S. 341,359 (1905) (corporate franchise).
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D.C. Circuit’s interpretation, Pet. App. 15a, Doehr
found such harms to property interests "sufficient to
merit due process protection" even if imposed by "the
market" in response to the government action. 501
U.S. at 12.

That this is the meaning of Doehr is confirmed
by this Court’s express agreement with the Second
Circuit holding under review in that case, Doehr, 501
U.S. at 11, that consequential market impacts arising
from government adjudicatory action trigger due
process protection. See Pinsky v. Duncan, 898 F.2d
852, 854 (2d Cir. 1990), affld sub nom. Connecticut v.
Doehr, 501 U.S. 1 (1991). As the Second Circuit
framed the issue: "As a threshold matter, we must
determine whether the ’seizure’ at issue in this case--
a nonpossessory attachment of real estate--deprives
the owner of a significant property interest within
the meaning of the fourteenth amendment." Id. And,
as in Doehr, the Second Circuit’s conclusion was
unambiguous:

[A]lthough an attachment of real estate does not
deprive the landowner of the use and possession
of his property, and thus does not amount to a
"seizure" in the literal sense, it nevertheless has
a significant impact on the owner’s ability to
exercise the full scope of his property rights. An
attachment not only impairs the marketability of
the real estate, but also may harm the owner’s
credit rating, and may prevent him from using
the property as collateral for a loan. Even if
short-lived, these effects are certainly worthy
of due process protection .... Consequently, we
hold that a nonpossessory attachment of real
estate deprives the owner of a constitutionally
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protected property interest under the fourteenth
amendment.

Id. (internal citations omitted) (emphases added).
Contrary to the clear language in Doehr and the
underlying Second Circuit decision, the D.C. Circuit
here concluded that "nothing in [Doehr] implies that
consequential injuries, standing alone, merit due
process protection." Pet. App. 16a (citing Doehr, 501
U.S. at 29 (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring in part and
concurring in the judgment)). Such a narrowing of the
scope of constitutionally protected property calls for
this Court’s review and reaffirmation of the premise
of Doehr.

The D.C. Circuit’s erroneous interpretation of Doehr
also conflicts with the First Circuit’s decision in
Reardon v. United States, 947 F.2d 1509 (1st Cir.
1991) (en banc). Reardon, the first circuit court
decision to interpret Doehr, confronted an issue
similar to that here: namely, whether CERCLA’s lien
procedure under 42 U.S.C. § 9607(/) (1991) violated
due process because it did not provide for a pre-
deprivation hearing. Reardon, 947 F.2d at 1517. In
determining whether there was a "[d]eprivation" at
issue so as to trigger due process protection, Reardon
turned to this Court’s guidance in Doehr, holding
that:

In light of these comments, we cannot but con-
clude that the lien on real property created in
42 U.S.C. § 9607(/) amounts to deprivation of a
"significant property interest" within the mean-
ing of the due process clause. The EPA’s lien has
substantially the same effect on the Reardons as
the attachment had on the plaintiff in Doehr--
clouding title, limiting alienability, affecting cur-
rent and potential mortgages.
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Id. at 1518. Thus, in square conflict with the decision
below, the First Circuit read Doehr to hold that con-
sequential impacts on property are property interests
that "merit due process protection," id. (quoting Doehr,
501 U.S. at 12)--not merely an aspect of Mathews’
balancing analysis.

The D.C. Circuit’s decision that consequential im-
pacts do not trigger due process is also in tension
with decisions of the Second and Third Circuits.
In Ford Motor Credit Co. v. New York City Police
Department, 503 F.3d 186, 191-92 (2d Cir. 2007),
the Second Circuit relied on Doehr’s finding that
consequential injuries trigger due process protection
in holding that a city’s refusal to allow a lienholder to
expedite and participate in a forfeiture process for
automobiles used in criminal activity deprived the
lienholder of property interests. Like Reardon, Ford
Motor Credit Co. addressed whether such consequen-
tial impacts constitute a deprivation of a property
interest; it did not treat them merely as a factor in
the due process balance. Id. at 191. And, in contrast
to the decision below, Ford Motor Credit Co. held that
such consequential impacts did merit due process
protection, reasoning that any government delay
caused harm to the lienholder because the "property
interest in the underlying asset suffers [] as the
vehicle depreciates over time." Id. at 192.

The Third Circuit reached a similar conclusion in
Burns v. Pennsylvania Department of Correction, 544
F.3d 279 (3rd Cir. 2009). In that case, an inmate
brought a due process challenge against state correc-
tions and prison officials who placed an assessment
on the inmate’s account. The defendants argued that
the assessment did not result in any deprivation of
property because they took no action to seize any
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funds from the account. Citing Doehr, the Third
Circuit rejected this argument, agreeing instead with
the inmate’s assertion that the assessment "consti-
tuted a threat of expropriation and thereby impaired
his right to security in his inmate account." Burns,
544 F.3d at 281 n.2, 288. The Third Circuit ex-
plained that, because of the contingent liability
created by the assessment, i.e., the possibility of a
future seizure of funds, the account "possesses a
lesser present day economic value than property not
so encumbered." Id. at 289. "As with [an] estate
subject to an encumbrance, the economic value of [the
inmate’s] institutional account was reduced at the
time of the Department of Corrections assessment
and remained impaired for upwards of three years."
Id. at 290.

To be sure, some circuits have cited Doehr when
considering whether process has been adequate un-
der the Mathews balancing test, rather than whether
there has been a deprivation of property in the first
place. See, e.g., Tri-State Dev., Ltd. v. Johnston, 160
F.3d 528, 530-33 (9th Cir. 1998) (applying Doehr
to a Washington statute "virtually indistinguishable"
from the statute in Doehr to conclude that the
Washington statute violated the plaintiffs due pro-
cess rights); Reardon, 947 F.2d at 1517-24 (applying
Doehr in both the first and second steps of the due
process analysis).

But no decision prior to the one below had ever
restricted Doehr solely to the question of the weight
of the private interest in deciding what process is
due, rather than to whether there was a deprivation
of property triggering due process protections in the
first place. By holding that the Due Process Clause
categorically does not apply to consequential eco-
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nomic harms, the decision below precludes all con-
sideration of what process a business is due when the
government takes adjudicatory action against it that
is the functional equivalent of an attachment, lien, or
other encumbrance.

The D.C. Circuit’s holding that consequential mar-
ket impacts caused by government adjudicatory
action do not deprive a business of its property like-
wise conflicts with the holdings of several state
supreme courts. For example, Rhode Island’s Su-
preme Court has interpreted Doehr much as Reardon
did, holding that, under Doehr, "the clouding of title[]
deprived the property owner of a significant property
interest." Gem Plumbing & Heating Co. v. Rossi, 867
A.2d 796, 807 (R.I. 2005) (quoting Doehr, 501 U.S. at
11).G

Other state supreme courts, without mentioning
Doehr, have likewise concluded that consequential
market impacts caused by government adjudicatory
action merit due process protection. See, e.g., Con-
no[ly Dev., Inc. v. Superior Court, 553 P.2d 637, 643-
44 (Cal. 1976) (concluding that two separate provi-
sions, one allowing liens and the other allowing stop-
notice claims, deprived an owner of property and
therefore entitled him to due process protection be-
cause, inter alia, lenders might refuse a loan on bur-
dened properties or because the owner might divert
funds from property improvements in order to clear
his title); Barry Properties, Inc. v. Fick Bros. Roofing
Co., 353 A.2d 222, 228 (Md. 1976) (concluding that
a lien provision will put a "cloud on the property

~ Like Reardon and Tri-State, Gem Plumbing also applied
Doehr in the second step of the due process analysis. See Gem
Plumbing, 867 A.2d at 809-18.
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owner’s title" since it will be "extremely difficult" for
the owner to sell the property or to use it as equity),
superseded by statute on other grounds as stated
in Winkler Constr. Co. v. Jerome, 734 A.2d 212, 248
(Md. 1999).

The D.C. Circuit’s opinion below is thus in conflict
with this Court’s holding in Doehr and the First
Circuit’s decision in Reardon and in tension with the
decisions of other federal circuits and state supreme
courts. This case presents an especially good vehicle
for resolution of the important due process issues at
stake because it involves a fully developed factual
record and detailed findings by the district court on
the nature and extent of the deprivation, Pet. App.
45a n.4, 77a. The parties engaged in extensive dis-
covery, Pet. App. 43a, at considerable cost and effort
that is unlikely to be replicated in a future case, see
EPA Answering Br. 13-14, No. 09-5092 ("The effort
consumed over 14,000 hours of personnel time and
over $900,000 in salary costs in the first year alone.").
There is thus no need to speculate about the harmful
consequences of government action here, in contrast
to many other cases in which due process challenges
have foundered on the sparseness of the underlying
records. See, e.g., Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420,
443 (1960) (noting that any proposed harms are
"purely conjectural" with "nothing in the record" to
indicate that such harms will result).

II. THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S OPINION CON-
FLICTS WITH THIS COURT’S DECISION
IN EX PARTE YOUNG

The holding of the court of appeals also conflicts
with this Court’s decision in Ex parte Young, which
struck down as contrary to due process a statute that
coerced compliance by threatening those who might
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otherwise challenge the statute’s legality with enorm-
ous penalties if their challenge proved unsuccessful.
209 U.S. at 147. The UAO scheme at issue here does
likewise. Here, as in Ex parte Young, CERCLA
imposes penalties that are "so enormous . . . as to
intimidate the company and its officers from resort-
ing to the courts to test the validity of the legis-
lation." Id. CERCLA thus effectively denies PRPs
"their due-process right to ’an opportunity to present
every available defense.’" Philip Morris USA Inc. v.
Scott, 131 S. Ct. 1, 3~4 (2010) (opinion of Scalia, J., as
Circuit Justice) (quoting Lindsey v. Normet, 405 U.S.
56, 66 (1972)) (granting stay).

It is no answer that CERCLA theoretically allows a
PRP to elect to defy a UAO, for a PRP that pursues
this "option" is subject to enormous penalties for
noncompliance, including treble damages plus daily
penalties of $37,500 that continue to accumulate
until EPA, at its sole discretion, chooses to bring an
enforcement action after a delay of up to six years.
Moreover, as the district court found, a non-comply-
ing PRP suffers the impact of these extraordinary
penalties immediately because the markets automati-
cally incorporate the huge contingent liability into
their present~day valuation of the firm’s equity and
credit rating. Pet. App. 64-65a. Thus, a nonJ
complying PRP is faced not simply with a future
threat of onerous penalties following an EPA enforce-
ment action, but rather with a current actual sharp
decrease in its market value--all without any
independent pre-dep~ivation review. Pet. App. 63-64a.

The thirty-year history of EPA’s use of UAOs
makes clear how effective such a scheme is in preJ
venting challenges to these government orders. Of the
over 5,400 PRPs who received UAOs over a quarter
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of a century, only a very small handful have ever
elected to challenge a UAO. Pet. App. 202a.7 "[A]ny
legislative scheme that denies subjects an oppor-
tunity to seek judicial review of administrative orders
except by refusing to comply, and so put themselves
in immediate jeopardy of possible penalties ’so heavy
as to prohibit resort to that remedy’ runs afoul of the
due process requirements of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments." Schultz v. Internal Revenue Serv.,
413 F.3d 297, 303 (2d Cir. 2005) (citation omitted).
The fully developed factual record in this case thus
demonstrates a clear violation of Ex parte Young.8

If anything, the offense to due process is greater
here than in Young because CERCLA forces a UAO
recipient to wait for the government to "take its own
sweet time before suing." Reardon, 947 F.2d at 1519.
Because a PRP cannot bring suit to challenge a UAO,
but rather must wait until EPA brings suit, see 42
U.S.C. §§ 9606(b)(1); 9607(c)(3); 9613(h), a PRP may
receive a neutral decision-maker’s review of millions
of dollars of contingent liability, as EPA itself has
stated, only "if and when the EPA seeks to enforce
the [UAO]o" Brief in Opposition of EPA at 15,
Employers Insurance of Wausau v. Browner, 516 U.S.
1042 (1996) (No. 95-434), 1995 WL 17048207.

7 It is also rare for a PRP that agrees to proceed under a UAO

to violate any of the UAO’s many provisions. As the district
court noted below, EPA’s database listed only 75 instances in
which EPA has deemed a responding PRP to be out of com-
pliance with a provision in any of the 1,700 UAOs in the
agency’s database. Pet. App. 73a.

s The CERCLA eases cited by the D.C. Circuit, none of which

had the benefit of a fully developed factual record, are therefore
inapposite. See Pet. App. 13a.
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This Court should grant review to decide whether
due process permits EPA thus to place UAO reci-
pients "in limbo to await a hearing that might or
might not eventually occur." Mitchell v. W.T. Grant
Co., 416 U.S. 600, 618 (1974) (quotation marks omit-
ted). As this Court noted in a different context last
Term, "[w]e normally do not require plaintiffs to ’bet
the farm by taking the violative action’ before ’testing
the validity of the law.’" Free Enter. Fund, 130 S. Ct.
at 3151 (ellipsis omitted) (quoting MedImmune, Inc.
v. Genentech, Inc., 549 U.S. 118,129 (2007) and citing
Ex parte Young, 209 U.S. 123).

A comparison with this Court’s opinion in Thunder
Basin Coal Co. v. Reich, 510 U.S. 200 (1994), the last
decision of the Court to directly apply the portion of
Young at issue here, is instructive. In Thunder
Basin, the Court held that there was no Young viola-
tion, even though the penalties for noncompliance
were "onerous," because a mine operator could obtain
immediate judicial review of an order of questionable
legality, 510 U.S. at 218 (citing 30 U.S.C. § 816),9 and
could obtain expedited judicial review and temporary
relief from certain orders, id. (citing 30 U.S.C.
§§ 815(b)(2), 815(d), 816(a)(2)).

9 Section 816 reads, in relevant part:

Any person adversely affected or aggrieved by an order of
the Commission issued under this chapter may obtain a
review of such order in any United States court of appeals
for the circuit in which the violation is alleged to have
occurred or in the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit, by filing in such court witl~in
30 days following the issuance of such order a written
petition praying that the order be modified or set aside.

30 U.S.C. § 816(a)(1) (emphasis added).
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CERCLA’s statutory structure could not be more
different. Rather than allow a PRP to obtain imme-
diate judicial relief by challenging the validity of a
UAO, CERCLA leaves the timing of judicial review
entirely in EPA’s hands. See 42 U.S.C. § 9606(b)(1).
Thus, in direct contrast to the mine operators in
Thunder Basin, a PRP gets its day in court only if
and when EPA, in its sole discretion, brings an
enforcement action--a step that can take up to five
years, 28 U.S.C. § 2462, and in some cases six, see 42
U.S.C. § 9613(g)(2). In the interim, each day that
passes gives rise to a new fine of $37,500, see 42
U.S.C. § 9606(b)(1); 40 C.F.R. § 19.4, with the chance
of treble damages, 42 U.S.C. § 9607(c)(3).1° Thus,
should EPA decide to wait the full six years
before bringing an enforcement action, a PRP would
be liable for over $82 million per violation, id.
§ 9606(b)(1), with the potential for treble damages,
id. § 9607(c)(3)--a "bet the company" scenario even
for many large businesses and a death knell for most
small ones.

No other statute of which GE is aware gives the
government such a modern-day Sword of Damocles.
To the contrary, every other comparable scheme
affords recipients of adjudicatory administrative orders
either a prior hearing or a prompt opportunity for
independent review after the order is issued.11 The

10 EPA itself recognizes the bind a PRP faces under

CERCLA’s statutory structure: "Regardless of the route the
Agency chooses to take upon noncompliance with a unilateral
order, PRPs remain potentially liable for the response action."
EPA Guidance 3.

11 See, e.g., Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2168 (providing
immediate judicial review of orders that "prohibit the dis-
semination" of sensitive information relating to nuclear wea-
pons); Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7603 (requiring EPA to go to
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UAO scheme’s abrogation of protections regularly
afforded by other regulatory statutes "raises a
presumption that its procedures violate the Due
Process Clause." Honda Motor Co. v. Oberg, 512 U.S.
415,430 (1994); see also id. ("As this Court has stated
from its first due process cases, traditional practice
provides a touchstone for constitutional analysis.").

As the district court found below, the threat of
"betting the farm" is more than illusory here: the
deprivations imposed by a UAO are so large that they
"could put some PRPs out of business." Pet. App.
77a. Notwithstanding this finding, the court of
appeals held the imposition of treble penalties and
enormous daily fines as the price of challenging a
UAO unproblematic for due process purposes because
any such challenge would ultimately be subject to a
"sufficient cause" defense and a district court’s discre-
tion. Pet. App. 12a. The constitutional touchstone
under Ex parte Young, however, is not the theoretical
availability of some future relief from onerous penal-
ties but the real-world, practical effect of the statu-

court to seek extension of emergency orders beyond 60 days);
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act, 7 U.S.C. § 12a(9)
(affording immediate judicial review of emergency orders relat-
ing to trading margins); Federal Aviation Act, 49 U.S.C. § 44709
(providing that orders revoking operating licenses are imme-
diately appealable to the National Transportation Safety Board,
which must dispose of any appeal within 60 days); Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. § 136d(c)(1),
(3) & (4) (allowing parties subject to suspension orders to
seek an immediate administrative hearing and judicial review
even in cases of "imminent hazard"). Other regulatory safety
schemes require government agencies to go to the courts in the
first instance. See, e.g., Consumer Product Safety Act, 15 U.S.C.
§ 2616(a); Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. § 662(a);
Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2606.
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tory penalty scheme. Here that practical effect is
that challenges to government action are effectively
precluded, as EPA controls a PRP’s access to court.
See Thunder Basin, 510 U.S. at 218 (holding that Ex
parte Young bars statutory schemes "in which the
practical effect of coercive penalties for noncom-
pliance [is] to foreclose all access to the courts"
(emphasis added)).

Based on the undisputed factual record here, there
can be no doubt that the CERCLA UAO scheme has
a coercive "practical effect." Over the last 30 years,
despite often heated disputes surrounding CERCLA
liability, see, e.g., Stephen Breyer, BREAKING THE
VICIOUS CYCLE: TOWARD EFFECTIVE RISK REGULA-

TION 18-19, 39-41 (1993), and the substantial costs
imposed by UAOs, very few PRPs have ever dared
defy a UAO in order to challenge its validity through
independent judicial review. Pet. App. 202a. The
facts developed in this case thus prove the adage that
judicial review is "merely nominal and illusory"
where it can be obtained "only at the risk of having to
pay penalties so great that it is better to yield to
orders of uncertain legality rather than to ask for the
protection of the law." Wadley S. Ry. Co. v. Georgia,
235 U.S. 651,661 (1915).

This Court thus should grant review to determine
whether CERCLA violates the fundamental com-
mand that "the right to a judicial review must
be substantial, adequate, and safely available." Id.
Rather than being "safely available," judicial review
of a UAO can be obtained only after an unknowable
period of uncertainty during which a PRP is power-
less to prevent the amassing of enormous liability
while EPA "take[s] its own sweet time before suing."
Thus, unlike the mining statute in Thunder Basin,
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CERCLA violates Young’s prohibition on the imposi-
tion of enormous fines that effectively close off
judicial review. The conflict with Young warrants
this Court’s review.

III. THE D.C. CIRCUIT’S DECISION RAISES
ISSUES OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE

The decision below has grave importance for the
wide variety of business subject to CERCLA UAOs.
As of 2009, EPA had nearly 4,000 sites under review
for potential CERCLA action, each of which could
involve multiple PRPs and UAOs. See EPA, Super-
fund National Accomplishments Summary Fiscal
Year 2009, http://www.epa.gov/superfund/accomp/num
bers09.html. Those sites are distinct from the
approximately 500 sites that are officially designated
as Superfund sites, i.e., listed on the National
Priorities List, which currently have construction
ongoing. See id. As the district court observed, on
average EPA issues "approximately six UAOs to
nineteen PRPs every month," Pet. App. 82a, meaning
that the EPA has and will continue to generate
thousands of UAOs, affecting any PRP that falls
under CERCLA’s "four broad classes of PRPs," Bur-
lington N. & Sante Fe Ry., 129 S. Ct. at 1878 (noting
that "[o]nce an entity is identified as a PRP, it may be
compelled to clean up a contaminated area").

Moreover, while issued in the CERCLA context, the
decision below also has serious implications in other
regulatory contexts. Under the court of appeals’s
view of Doehr, there is no longer any due process
limit to the government’s ability to significantly
decrease a business’s stock value and credit rating
through unreviewed and as a practical matter
unreviewable adjudicatory action. This unchecked
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government power raises issues of broad significance
to the business community.

Recent economic experience starkly illustrates the
error in the reasoning that market impacts resulting
from adjudicative orders do not constitute depriva-
tions of property triggering due process. After the
financial shocks of late 2008, the availability of credit
dropped sharply as banks tightened their lending
requirements and the costs of financing increased
across large sectors of the economy. As explained in
a recent Congressional Oversight Panel Report:

The credit crunch was accompanied by severe de-
clines in numerous economic markers and wide-
spread anxiety and uncertainty. The value of
the stock market plunged 24 percent in the fall
of 2008 and another 15 percent by the end of
January 2009. Real GDP declined at an annual
rate of 2.7 percent in the third quarter of 2008,
5.4 percent in the fourth quarter of 2008, and 6.4
percent of the first quarter of 2009.

Congressional Oversight Panel, The Small Business
Credit Crunch and the Impact of the TARP (May
2010) at 16, available at http://cop.senate.gov/reports/
library/report-051310ocop.cfm. These economy-wide
figures reflect thousands of individual business fail-
ures, huge drawdowns on individual company’s finan-
cial reserves, and dramatic declines in business
investments and planned upgrades and moderniza-
tions.

As a recent analysis found, U.S. firms that faced
financial constraints during the credit crunch ex-
perienced sharp declines in all areas of their
business, with plans to reduce employment (by 11%),
R&D spending (by 22%), capital investment (by 9%),
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market expenditures (by 33%) and dividends (by
14%) in 2009. See Murillo Campello, et alo, The real
effects of financial constraints: Evidence from a
financial crisis, 97 J. OF FIN. ECON. 470, 471 (2010).
Other studies have likewise found that constraints on
a company’s ability to obtain financing significantly
increase the probability of the company exiting the
market,~2 decrease a company’s investments,~3 and
reduce the likelihood that a company will undertake
innovative projects14 and hire new employees.15 Simi-
larly, decreases in the value of a company’s equity--
in addition to being a direct measure of a loss of
property value--also have a significant negative
impact on a company’s growth because of the conse-
quent increases in the company’s costs of financing. 16

The D.C. Circuit decision artificially distinguishes
between the physical attributes of property and such
other important attributes of property necessary for
its use and enjoyment, despite the longstanding rule
that "[a]ny significant taking of property by the State

1’~ Patrick Musso & Stefano Schiavo, The Impact of Financial

Constraints on Firms Survival and Growth, 18(2) J. EVOL.
ECON. 135 (2008).

13 Alessandro Guariglia, Internal financial constraints, exter-

nal financial constraints, and investment choices: evidence from
a panel of UKfirms, 32(9) J. BANKING & FIN. 1795 (2008).

I~ Fr6d6rique Savignac, The impact of financial constraints on
innovation: evidence from French manufacturing firms, Cahairs
de la Maison des Sciences Economiques v06042, Universit~
Panth6on-Sorbonne (2006).

~’~ Stephen Nickell & Daphne Nicolitsas, How Does Financial
Pressure Affect Firms?, 43(8) EUR. ECON. REV. 1435 (1999).

~ See Charles T. Carlstrom, Stock Prices and Output Growth:

An Examination of the Credit Channel, Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland, ISSN 0428-1276 (2002).
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is within the purview of the Due Process Clause."
Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 86 (1972); see
Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60, 74 (1917) ("Property
is more than the mere thing which a person owns. It
is elementary that it includes the right to acquire,
use, and dispose of it. The Constitution protects
these essential attributes of property." (citing Holden
v. Hardy, 169 U.S. 366, 391 (1898))). The decision
below thus leaves companies that are subject to
UAOs with no meaningful right of review of
government adjudicatory actions that, as the district
court found in this case, "could put some PRPs out of
business." Pet. App. 77a.

Beyond the UAO context, failure to consider these
economic realities substantially diminishes the prop-
erty rights of businesses faced with unilateral agency
adjudications in the modern regulatory state. Unlike
other agency actions that contain due process protec-
tions, see, e.g., 5 U.S.C. §§ 553-54 (listing various due
process requirements for certain agency actions such
as notice and comment rulemaking or a moderately
neutral decisionmaker), unilateral administrative
orders invite inaccurate agency decisionmaking with-
out any demonstrated need for foregoing due process
in order to protect the public against exigent harm,
see 42 U.S.C. § 9606(a) (allowing EPA to "issu[e]
such orders as may be necessary to protect public
health and welfare and the environment" without
due process). The importance of this issue across a
wide range of regulatory contexts underscores the
need for this Court’s review of the decision below.



The petition
granted.
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CONCLUSION

for a writ of certiorarishould be
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